
The challenge
Modern finance agenda powered by Cloud ERP

Finance organizations need automated and accurate ERP solutions to manage back office processes in a secure and controlled 
environment. Connecting process, people, and data, finance organizations require transparency to drive decision making and provide 
actionable insights. 

Finance Ready Capabilities

Manual back office processes
Even if the system has some automation, many back office
processes are still manual leading to high risk of human error.

Siloed systems 
Maintain efficient and accurate financial data across 
systems. Data entered in silos creates discrepancies and 
reduces the ability to utilize data to its maximum potential.

Risk and Compliance
Risk management, tight security controls and auditability are 
required for transparency and trust in financial data. 

Manage Cash Flow and Financials
Visibility into organization true financials from a finance, 
operations and cost perspective. 



The solution

Process standardization, automation, flexibility to scale and grow, and shifting focus to business insights

Why PwC's finance ready capabilities powered by D365? An 80% ready out of the box solution that drives the modern finance agenda to 
enable digital transformation with low disruption, agile implementation with a platform that scales with growth.

• Accelerate modern finance agenda with 75+ leading business processes
• Fast track profitability with connected people, data, and processes
• Drive smarter decisions with real-time visibility and embedded analytics
• Enable employee productivity with anytime-anywhere access and automations

Improve finance processes by 40%+ adopting PwC’s 
industry-leading finance processes

Automate functionality with integrated bank processes and 
pre-built integrations with leading providers

Manage enterprise performance with financial 
planning and analysis

Drive visibility to key information with voice query and 
persona-based dashboards
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Solution
Developed integrated business 
processes across core financial 
operations. Simplifying and 
integrating these processes 
helped eliminate manual effort 
and make work more efficiently. 
Built-in automations and 
enhanced functionality gave 
real-time insights to support 
decision making.

Results
Through PwC’s finance ready 
capabilities, they were able to 
transform back-office operations. 
This solution provided real-time 
data and flexible, consolidated 
workflows that empower 
employees to work more 
efficiently - while also increasing 
the ability to scale as a 
business. 

Challenge
Client had the challenge of 
maintaining a network of 400 
independent third-party depots 
and locations across the globe. 
As that network continued to 
grow, their business processes 
had to scale along with that 
growth in order to continue 
providing the level of service 
their customers have grown to 
expect.

Logistics firm taps into growth potential with cloud-based financial platform
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